New Acquisitions for November & December 2022

**HN110 .M35 S65 2022**

**K3830 .S67 2021**
Edition: Fifth Edition
Subject: Conflict of laws – Canada.
Subject: Conflict of laws.
Subject: Conflict of laws – Canada – Cases.
Location: Course Reserves

Title/Creator: Immigration and refugee law: cases, materials, and commentary / Sharryn Aiken, Colin Grey, Catherine Dauvergne, Gerald Heckman, Jamie Chai Yun Liew, Constance MacIntosh, Donald Galloway, and Audrey Macklin.
Edition: Third Edition
Publisher: Emond Publishing, 2020
Subject: Canada Immigration and Refugee Protection Act.
Subject: Emigration and immigration law – Canada.
Subject: Refugees – Legal status, laws, etc. – Canada.
Location: Course Reserves
**KF4958 .G47 2019**

**Title/Creator:** The federal impeachment process: a constitutional and historical analysis / Michael J. Gerhardt.

Publisher: The University of Chicago Press, [2019]

Subject: Impeachments – United States.
Subject: Constitutional law – United States.
Subject: Law – Political aspects – United States.

*Law Library copy is a gift of Anonymous UofT Law Faculty Member; 2022.*

---

**JV6346 .K45 2022**

**Title/Creator:** People forced to flee: history, change and challenge / Ninette Kelley.

Publisher: Oxford University Press, 2022.

Subject: Refugees – History.
Subject: Refugees – Legal status, law, etc.
Subject: Refugees – International cooperation.

*Law Library first copy is a gift of Rebecca Cook; 2022.*

---

---
Title/Creator: The international law of sovereign debt dispute settlement / Kei Nakajima.
Publisher: Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Arbitration (International law).
Subject: Debt relief.
Subject: Debts, External – Law and legislation.
Subject: Debts, Public – Law and legislation.

Title/Creator: When environmental protection and human rights collide : the politics of conflict management by regional courts / Marie-Catherine Petersmann.
Publisher: Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Environmental law.
Subject: Sustainable development – Law and legislation.
Subject: Environmental law, International.
Subject: Human rights.
**The International Law of Energy**

**Title/Creator:** The international law of energy / Jorge E. Viñuales.
**Publisher:** Cambridge University Press, 2022.
**Series:** Cambridge studies in international and comparative law (Cambridge, England : 1996) ; 164.
**Subject:** Energy industries -- Law and legislation.
**Subject:** Renewable energy sources -- Law and legislation.
**Subject:** Energy development -- Law and legislation.
**Subject:** Power resources -- Law and legislation.

**Remedies for Human Rights Violations**

**Title/Creator:** Remedies for human rights violations : a two-track approach to supranational and national law / Kent Roach, University of Toronto.
**Publisher:** New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2021.
**Series:** Cambridge studies in constitutional law.
**Subject:** Human rights.
**Subject:** Remedies (Law).
**Subject:** Liability for human rights violations.
**Subject:** International criminal law.
Publisher: London : University of Toronto Press, [2021]
Subject: Indigenous peoples -- Canada -- Politics and government.
Subject: Indigenous peoples -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Canada.
Subject: Indigenous peoples -- Canada -- Social conditions.
Subject: Indigenous peoples -- Canada -- Economic conditions.
Subject: Self-determination, National -- Canada -- Autonomy

Title/Creator: Education law for teachers and school administrators / Jerome G. Delaney. 
Publisher: Brush Education Inc., [2022]
Subject: Educational law and legislation -- Canada.
Subject: Teachers -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Canada.
Subject: School administrators -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Canada.
Title/Creator: The constitutional legitimacy of law officers in the United Kingdom / Conor McCormick.
Publisher: Hart, 2022.
Subject: Attorneys general – Great Britain.

Title/Creator: Reason, revelation and law in Islamic and Western theory and history / R. Charles Weller, Anver Emon, editors.
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan, [2021]
Series: Islam and global studies
Subject: Religion and law.
Subject: Islam and politics.
Subject: Religion and politics.
Subject: Islamic civilization.
Publisher: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2021.
Series: Routledge handbooks.
Subject: Sociological jurisprudence.
Subject: Law – Social aspects.
Subject: Law and ethics.

Wives and work : Islamic law and ethics before modernity / Marion Holmes Katz.
Publisher: Columbia University Press, [2022]
Subject: Marriage -- Religious aspects -- Islam.
Subject: Domestic relations -- Religious aspects -- Islam.
Subject: Women in Islam.
Subject: Muslim women.
**KD1554 .M585 2022**

*Title/Creator:* Vanishing contract law : common law in the age of contracts / Catherine Mitchell, University of Birmingham.

*Publisher:* Cambridge University Press, 2022.

*Series:* Law in context

*Subject:* Contracts – England.
*Subject:* Contracts – English-speaking countries – Philosophy.

**KD632 .A3 2021**

*Title/Creator:* Spider woman : a life / Brenda Hale.

*Publisher:* The Bodley Head Ltd., 2021.

*Subject:* Hale, Brenda.
*Subject:* Women judges – Great Britain – Biography.
*Subject:* Judges – Great Britain – Biography.
Publisher: Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Series: Cambridge studies in constitutional law
Subject: Sex discrimination -- Law and legislation.
Subject: Sex discrimination against women -- Law and legislation.
Subject: Femmes – Droits.
Subject: Droit constitutionnel -- Aspect social

Title/Creator: Artificial intelligence from the perspective of law and ethics: contemporary issues, perspectives and challenges / Ján Klučka, Lucia Bakošová, Luboslav Sisák (eds.).
Publisher: Prague: Leges, [2021]
Series: Teoretik.
Subject: Artificial intelligence -- Law and legislation.
Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Simon Stern; 2022.
Publisher: University of Toronto Press, [2022]
Subject: Law—Canada.
Subject: Common law—Canada.
Subject: McLachlin, Beverley, 1943-
Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Robert J. Sharpe; 2022.

Publisher: UBC Press, [2019]
Series: Law and society series (Vancouver, B.C.)
Subject: International and municipal law—Canada.
Subject: Human rights—Canada—History—20th century.
Subject: Civil rights—Canada—History—20th century
Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Robert J. Sharpe; 2022.
**KE372 .W45 G84 2021**


*Publisher:* Log Cabin Press, [2021]

*Subject:* Wellington Law Association – History.

*Subject:* Lawyers -- Ontario -- Wellington (County) – Biography.

*Subject:* Judges -- Ontario -- Wellington (County) – Biography.

*Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Robert J. Sharpe; 2022.*

---

**KE4238 .A44 2020**

*Title/Creator:* Seven absolute rights: recovering the historical foundations of Canada's rule of law / Ryan Alford.

*Publisher:* McGill-Queen's University, [2020]

*Subject:* Rule of law – Canada.

*Subject:* Constitutional history – Canada.

*Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Robert J. Sharpe; 2022.*
KE4170 .B87 2020
Publisher: University of Alberta Press, [2020]
Subject: Canada Constitution Act, 1982.
Subject: Constitutional history – Canada
Subject: Constitutions -- Canada
Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Robert J. Sharpe; 2022.

KEO363 .P68 2022
Title/Creator: Guide to the law and practice of anti-SLAPP proceedings / David Potts & Erin Stoik.
Publisher: Irwin Law, 2022.
Subject: Libel and slander – Ontario.
Subject: Libel and slander.
Law Library copy is a gift of Professor Robert J. Sharpe; 2022.
Location: Course Reserves
A Critical Introduction to International Criminal Law

Title/Creator: A critical introduction to international criminal law / Carsten Stahn.
Publisher: Cambridge University Press, 2019.
Subject: International crimes.
Location: Course Reserves